Introducing...

the place where the genuine spirit of the famous Kama Sutra is alive and its secret teachings are revealed.

A new concept in Hedo - deepening the understanding and experience of deeper and more profound eroticism.

The most iconic erotic playground in the world meets the modern day version of The Kama Sutra, the famous and ancient guide to the art of love, eroticism, and desire. Exclusively in Hedonism II, for the first time, these ancient teachings are being revealed in their true authenticity for the ones who are ready and who dare to dive into a world containing the most extraordinary secrets of refined sensuality, pleasure, and much more...

The Palace is hosted by a highly trained Kama Sutra team who are on hand to guide you through this euphoric sensual awakening. You are invited to the Palace to unlock the secrets of Kama Sutra and to open the gate to your own treasure chamber...

Complimentary Workshops:

3-4pm Sunday to Thursday

SUNDAY
SECRETS OF BEST LOVERS
Deepening the connection between couples

MONDAY
DRINK THE NECTAR OF LIFE
Experience bliss through the senses

TUESDAY
TOUCH ME TO HEAVEN
Unveiling the secrets of Tantric touch

WEDNESDAY
BLISSFUL ORGASMS
Tantric orgasms: what they are and how to reach them

THURSDAY
LOVING YOU LOVING LIFE
Kama Sutra postures decoded

Open Everyday, 11am-7pm
Located behind the tennis courts
Call from your room # 5389
WHAT IS TANTRIC MASSAGE?

A Tantric massage is an ancient method that uses the art of conscious touch to awaken the innate sensuality of the being. Tantric massages enhance the exquisite femininity of the woman and the masculinity and virility of the man. Your highly trained and experienced Tantric masseuse will take you on a sensual journey that will awaken your erotic and intimate life to a whole new level. Get in touch with your sensuality, pleasure, and your ability to be ecstatic!

THE MENU

TANTRIC COUPLE MASSAGE
Soothing, relaxing, sensual—this is an ultimate pleasure experience for couples to enjoy together. Discover how the massage can increase the erotic attraction and intimacy in your couple.

The massage is performed simultaneously in one of our beautifully designed massage rooms. The man is massaged by a female masseuse and the woman can be massaged by either a male or female masseur.

60 MINUTES – $295 per couple

TANTRA MASSAGE FOR SINGLES
This delightful, super sensual, refined one-to-one massage will deeply relax and regenerate you, in the same time awakening your capacity to feel pleasure, peace and joy of life.

60 MINUTES- $165

FOUR HANDS TANTRIC MASSAGE FOR SINGLES
Enjoy the unforgettable, soft, sensual touches of four hands moving in one rhythm. In this sublime experience, two masseurs will simultaneously massage you, taking you to new levels of bliss, inner freedom and happiness. This is an ultimate pleasure experience.

60 MINUTES – $245

HOW DOES IT UNFOLD?

When you arrive to the Palace you will be greeted by one of our masseurs or masseuses and taken to a beautiful room within where you will have time to speak and ask any questions you may have before the massage begins.

The massage includes body to body touch, with the masseur using different parts of his/her body to help you feel unimaginable delightful sensations that go beyond our normal understanding of what we know pleasure to be.

OUR TANTRIC MASSAGES DO NOT INCLUDE ANY GENITAL TOUCH.